Greetings Pathways Trailblazers!

In this season of thanksgiving, holiday cheer, and in light of the recent observance day of Veteran’s Day, I’m particularly thankful for the many veterans and active members of our armed services. I’m thankful and proud to be a citizen of a nation of boundless opportunity and freedom to participate in making decisions that affect us all. I’m thankful to be a resident of a state with a robust spirit of innovation and optimism. I’m thankful to be the president of a college in a system committed to closing the equity gap so everyone has the chance to build a prosperous future for themselves, their families, and their communities, regardless of their racial/ethnic background and socio-economic status.

Of all the institutions of higher education in our state, the California Community Colleges system is the one that provides the greatest transformation of people’s lives. Yes, we have so much more work to do to ensure that those students who enroll will complete their educational goals but as I reflect upon the dedication, passion, and skill of the people who work at Bakersfield College and the many thousands of other people just like them working across the California Community College system, I’m thankful and grateful to be working at this place and time in our history.

Campaign for California Opportunity: State of Higher Education for Latinx in California

The Campaign for College Opportunity was created around the idea for a broad-based coalition of business, labor, ethnic group leadership, religious groups, and civic
organizations all working together to ensure that all Californians have an equal opportunity to attend and succeed in college in order to build a vibrant workforce, economy and democracy.

Since 2003, Campaign for College Opportunity has grown into a influential and respected voice in higher education in California, a force for good that ensures a strong state for all of us.

The Campaign for College Opportunity released a major report, the “State of Higher Education for Latinx in California.” Their State of Higher Education is a series of reports providing comprehensive data on the current state of college access and completion for our state and what it means for our economy. This particular report reviews preparation, enrollment, and success in college for Latinx Californians. It also recommends actions that our policymakers and college leaders (i.e., all of you) can take in order to improve college enrollment and graduation rates:

- Set a specific college attainment goal for Latinx students with the intention of closing persistent preparation, access, and completion gaps.
- Ensure the successful implementation of legislation that requires the use high school grade point averages to more accurately place students into remedial coursework at community colleges.
- Fix transfer and expand the Associate Degree for Transfer (ADT).
- Ensure California Community Colleges improve college completion rates through strong implementation of the Student Success Funding Formula.
- Every high school should require students to complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and California Dream Act Application (CADAA) in order to maximize their opportunity to access aid, and provide guidance for completing these applications.
In September I spoke at the 4th Annual Counselor Conference for the Central Mother Lode Regional Consortium called “Technology, Jobs and the Future of Work”.

This conference, held at Clovis, brought together counselors from high schools and community colleges. What did I speak about? Guided Pathways, of course!

After sharing recent gains statewide in degrees earned and CSU transfers, I talked about the new funding formula and then the nuts and bolts of how Bakersfield College is implementing guided pathways.
Here is what 76 counselors said (split almost 50-50 between high school and community college). For the high school counselors, the largest response by far (more than the rest combined) for what was their role before guided pathways: push students to go to a UC or CSU, regardless of the students’ interests. Why? Status! As one counselor put it, “There is always a stigma with students in believing community colleges are not prestigious like CSUs/UCs, so they get discouraged in applying to community colleges or CTE careers.” Such thinking is possible because as many high school counselors admitted, students were just numbers and there was no end goal career planning in mind. It wasn’t much better for the college counselors. Before guided pathways, many college counselors said that their focus was on matriculating the students, creating standardized student education plans, and sending them on their way without any end goal career planning in mind.

The Guided Pathways system redesign is causing a paradigm shift in both groups of counselors’ thinking. Because the pathway includes the preparation for higher education, the time in higher education, and the career after higher education, counselors are now better able to see the big picture. This necessarily means that there needs to be greater collaboration between the high schools and colleges. With the big picture view of the student’s entire pathway, more high school counselors are realizing the great value of community colleges and the CTE pathways within them. A counselor noted that “the shift is focusing on CTE pathways that they are more reliable and convenient for students and for the most part have higher incomes than students who attend UC/CSU when they get a job after they graduate.”

The big picture view has also widened the counselors’ views of the students—to see the whole person and what the student wants to do with their life. Another counselor described it this way: in the past counselors had “more of a ‘factory’ frame of thought while working with students” and now with guided pathways, counselors are “more intrusive” and have a “case management frame of mind while working with students.” Even though the intrusive case management can mean more challenging work, I got the sense that the counselors were more energized because they’re now able to do what they went into the profession of counseling to do: to help the student discover their talents and passions, match them with a rewarding career, and help the student recover when life deals them a blow. The transformation of a student in the
counselor’s mind from a widget to a person is one of the many benefits of the guided pathways mindset.

**Al Solano on Guided Pathways**

On his [Continuous Learner blog](http://continuous-learner.com), Dr. Al Solano has published several helpful articles on implementing Guided Pathways. Using his experience working with and learning from many different California community colleges, Solano writes about how to implement Guided Pathways in a way that makes sense for your college. He makes this important point:

**Guided Pathways is not a cookie cutter initiative that you plug into what you’re already doing. It is a framework your college uses to redesign its system to become truly student-centered.** How that framework is implemented at your college depends on the college history and culture and the needs of your students. In all cases, the implementation of guided pathways must be faculty driven with support from administration and staff.


If any of those titles intrigue you, go [continuous-learner.com](http://continuous-learner.com) and read what “Dr. Al” has learned about doing guided pathways in the right way for your college.

**Program Mapper Statewide Task Force**

Twenty-five colleges applied to be part of the [Program Mapper project](http://programmapper.com) I’ve described in [previous Trailblazers](http://trailblazers.com) and nine were selected for the first wave of the Program Mapper statewide implementation:
There was a webinar a few weeks ago to explain how to bring their college catalog into the Program Mapper and begin the necessary collegewide dialogue for sequencing courses within a program of study. The statewide Program Mapper task force will meet on November 29 at the Marriott near LAX. The Program Mapper goes live by the end of February 2019! Thank you President JoAnna Schilling (Cypress) and President Matt Wetstein (Cabrillo) for being partners with BC on this important piece of work.

In my previous letter, I mentioned the conversation Chancellor Oakley had with Lande Ajose, Executive Director of California Competes about the need for a comprehensive data for our higher education systems (CCC/CSU/UC) that also integrates with our high schools. Our work with CSU Bakersfield in the Program Mapper project is another example of system integration.

The Program Mapper tool lays out the entire four-year pathway from the community college to the CSU to make the pathway seamless for the student.

If our experience with CSUB is an example of what will be involved with other CSU’s, then there will be A LOT of work with sometimes difficult dialogue between the faculty and administration of the community college and the local CSU as they work out how to implement the ADT legislation and policies. However, the hard work is worth it if we can finally work out the kinks in the transfer journey for our students.
Recently Governor Newsom proposed a "new way of thinking about education as a lifetime pursuit." Components of the plan would track students from early childhood through college and are aimed at seamlessly integrating different educational systems to work in coherence. Benefits to the proposal include a statewide database that tracks individual students and avoiding further student fee increases. To learn more about "Cradle to Career" click here to read the agenda.

It's a good time to be in CA Community Colleges.

With much warmth and collegiality,

sonya

Sonya Christian  
President, Bakersfield College  
Follow my blog at: https://sonyachristianblog.com  
Twitter: @sonyachristian

The opinions expressed here are my own and does not represent any other organization or group.

Thank you Dr. Nick Strobel for working with me on this newsletter.
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